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Abstract-- Face recognition in video has numerous applications. 

The recognition of face in surveillance systems or from video 

poses a number of challenges. This research paper proposes a 

methodology to recognize a blurred face image from video.The 

proposed deblurring algorithm and face recognition algorithm 

prove that the performance of video based face recognition can 

be improved by fusing multiple matchers and multiple frames in 

an adaptive manner by utilizing dynamic information pertaining 

to facial pose and motion blur.The Lucy-Richardson and Viola-

Jones algorithms are used for deblurring and recognition 

process. The empirical results show that the adopted methods 

improve the face recognition process measured in terms of the 

performance metrics such as number of frames extracted, PSNR 

values and Computational Time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the recent pastface recognition has become an active area 

of research. The face identifies who you are and defines how 

people identify you. The face is arguably unique for each 

individual except in the case of identical twins. While 

humans have the innate capability to recognize and 

distinguish different faces even when it changes with time. 

Face recognition play a vital role in video surveillance.  Face 

detection in videos is concerned with finding whether or not 

a face exists in a given frame or not. If a face exists, the 

location and position where it is located is to be detected.  

The overall appearance of the face in the video may change 

due to variation in illumination, occlusion, variability in 

scale, location, orientation and pose. These factors challenge 

the task of face recognition. The recognition may be difficult 

because of the quality of the image captured in the video. 

There are different types of degradation which may cause the 

quality of image to deteriorate. Blur is a key determinant in 

the perception of image quality. Generally, blur causes 

spread of edges, which leads to shape changes in 

images.Among many categories of blur, motion blur spoils 

the images by losing sharpness. Motion blur diminishes high 

frequency content of images, motion deblurring is an ill-

posed problem and often comes with noise amplification and 

ringing artifacts [1]. This research work proposesa 

methodology to remove the blur in the video.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Flow Diagram for Face recognition 

 

II METHODOLOGY 

In the first phase the blurred input video is converted into 

sequence of video frames. In order to reduce the redundant 

frames, key-frame extraction method is used. Histogram 

difference method is employed for extracting the key frames. 

In the second phase, blur in the extracted key frames are 

removed using iterative Richardson-Lucy algorithm.  In the 

third face Viola-Jones algorithm is used to detect the face. 

A. Loading Input Video: 

As the first step, the blurred video is loaded by using avi file 

format.Generally, a digital video data may consist of a series 

of images that are recorded at 25 frames per second, along 

with audio track synchronization. A video clip has a 

hierarchical structure that starts with the lowest level which 

consists of frames and is represented by images. The frames 

have similar features such as colour, texture and motion and 

are grouped together to represent the next level which is the 

shot level. However, a shot can be described as a sequence of 

frames that is continuously interpreted by the same camera 

and in the same action sequence. The incoming level of the 

video stream hierarchy is the "scene" which consists of 

different shots grouped together to describe oneevent with the 
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same object. The upper level of the video stream hierarchy is 

the story which presents a group of scenes describing an 

uninterrupted event. 

 
Figure 2 Video Structure Model 

B. Key frame Extraction 

In this phase, the Histogram Difference method is used to 

extract the key frames[2]. The histogram that gives graphical 

representation of the tonal distribution in a digital image is 

termed as an image histogram. The horizontal axis of the 

graph shows the tonal variations, while the vertical axis shows 

the number of pixels in the particular tone. Image histogram is 

chosen for its simplicity in implementation.  

Image Histogram 

Two images can be compared according to their global 

features rather than the local features like pixels. A histogram 

is considered to be one of the most commonly used 

algorithmic techniques for detecting shot boundaries. One of 

the methods to compute the difference between two 

consecutive frames is according to the grey scale or colour 

histograms as features [3]. If the result is above the threshold 

for shot boundary, it is detected. The method of detecting a 

shot change based on grey-scale histograms proposed by 

Tonomura and Abe [4]. Images are compared by computing a 

distance between frames.   

 𝑉𝑣=0 |Hn(It,𝑣) – H(It+1, 𝑣)|   

Where (It, 𝑣) is the image intensity of the pixel in the frame 

It.Another method is proposed by Nagasaka and Tanaka [5] 

also used to detect shot with just 64 bins for colour histograms 

using 2 bits for each component of colour space RGB. The 

detection can be defined using the equation: 

 63
𝑣=0 |H63 (It, v) – H63 (It-1, v)| 

Histogram-based methods are very efficient compared to other 

image segmentation methods because they typically require 

only one pass through the pixels. In this technique, a 

histogram is computed from all of the pixels in the image, and 

the peaks and valleys in the histogram are used to locate the 

clusters in the image.  Color or intensity can be used as the 

measure. Histogram-based approaches can also be quickly 

adapted to apply to multiple frames, while maintaining their 

single pass efficiency. The histogram can be done in multiple 

fashions when multiple frames are considered. The same 

approach that is taken with one frame can be applied to 

multiple, and after the results are merged, peaks and valleys 

that were previously difficult to identify are more likely to be 

distinguishable. The histogram can also be applied on a per-

pixel basis where the resulting information is used to 

determine the most frequent color for the pixel location.  This 

approach segments the images based on active objects and a 

static environment, resulting in a different type of 

segmentation useful in Video tracking.    

        Then after histogram calculation, mean, variance and 

standard deviation of the images are calculated. The mean 

value gives the average of sum of all the pixels in an image. 

The standard deviation gives how lowthe numbers are. Then 

the threshold value is identified for the frames and compared 

with the histogram of the image. If the threshold is greater, the 

frame is a key frame and extracted. If not, it is assumed that 

the frame contains less information and discarded. 

 

C. Deblurring the image in the extracted frames: 

The second phase involves deblurring process. Several 

algorithms are there for deblurring a single image[6]. Lucy 

Richardson algorithm is very simple and efficient compared to 

other methods. The L-R algorithm,also known as Richardson–

Lucy deconvolution, is an iterative procedure for recovering a 

latent image that has been by a  known PSF. Point Spread 

Function (PSF) is the degree to which an optical system 

blurs(spreads) a point of light. The PSF is the inverse Fourier 

transform of Optical Transfer Function (OTF) in the frequency 

domain. The L-R algorithm is the technique most widely used 

for restoring HST images. The standard R-L method has a 

number of characteristics that make it well-suited to HST data. 

 

D. Face tracking and Identification: 

 In the third phase, the face from the image is identified using 

cascade detector and face is detected using Viola-Jones 

algorithm[7]. The basic principle of the Viola-Jones algorithm 

is to scan a sub-window capable of detecting faces across a 

given input image.  

 

Algorithm 

The steps involved in the proposed algorithms are: 

I. Conversion of video to sequence of frames 

II. Estimate the mean, variance and standard 

deviation of the frames and calculate the threshold value 

of each frame by using the formula     

                  Threshold = Std+(mean * 1)  

III. Convert the color image into gray scale images 

IV. Calculate the histogram of the image: 

Consider the discrete grayscale input Image  

        X=x(i,j),            

WithL discrete levels, where x(i,j) represents the intensity 

levels of the image at the spatial domain (i,j). Let histogram of 

image X is H(X). Now the probability density function pdf(x) 

can be defined as: 

  Pdf(XK) or p(XK)= nK/N      Where, 0≤ K≤(L-1) 

L is the total number of gray levels in the image and 

N is the Total number of pixels in the image,  
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nK is the total number of pixels with the same intensity level k. 

V. Estimate the difference between the two adjacentframes. 

VI. Now compare the estimated difference and the  

threshold value.  If threshold value <estimated difference then 

it is the key frame else it is discarded. 

VII. Now for the extracted frames, Richardson Lucy  

algorithm is applied. 

                   fn+1=fnH*(g/Hf)            

Where   

Fn+1 is the new estimate from the previous one f n,  

(g) is the blurred image,  

(n) is the number of the step in the iteration,  

(H) is the blur filter (PSF) and  

(H*) is the Adjoin of (H).    

VIII. After deblurring using L-Ralgorithm the face is 

tracked using cascade object detector. 

IX. Then finally the face is recognized by using Viola  

and Jones face detection algorithm.  

 

III RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The output of the proposed algorithm is shown in different 

stages.Figure 3 shows the screen shot of the preprocessing 

phase. That is, the general video to frames conversion. In this 

phase all the frames are extracted and none of them is 

eliminated. The extracted frames are stored in the folder and 

the screenshot of the folder is shown below. 

 

 
 

 
Figure3. Screenshot of all frames from video sequence 

 

Figure 4 shows the screen shot of the key frame extraction 

phase. Here the key frames are extracted by histogram 

difference method. The redundant frames are removed and are 

stored in the folder and the screenshot of the folder is shown 

below. 

 

 
 

Figure4. Screenshot of extracted key frames 

Figure 5 shows the screen shot of the blurred frames. Here the 

extracted key frames are blurred and stored in the folder for 

further processing. 

 

 
 

Figure5. Screenshot of deblurred frames. 

Figure 6 shows the screenshot of face detected frames. All the 

deblurred frames containing the faces are detected using Viola 

and Jones algorithm. 
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Figure 6 Screenshot of face detected frame 

 

The algorithm is tested and the Figures 7,8,9,10,11show the 

output. 

 

 
Figure 7 Single Key Frame 

 

 

Figure 8 Blurred Key Frame 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Key Frame  after First iteration 
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Figure 10 Key Frame after Second Iteration 

 
 

 
 

Figure 11Completely Deblurred Face Detection in the Key 
 

 

 

II. PERFORMANCE METRICS: 

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using 

three performance metrics such as Number of frames 

extracted, PSNR values, Computational Time. 

A. Number of frames extracted: 

The performance metrics which is used to check whether the 

histogram difference method produces significant output is 

number of frames produced. It shows that the number of 

frames extracted should be in small number. That is when 

more number of frames is extracted, it shows that more 

redundant frames are there and the time consumption will also 

be more. 

         The number of frames produced for a 51 seconds video 

at different stages of optimization is shown in Table 1: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF NUMBER OF FRAMES BETWEEN 

DIFFERENT METHODS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

B. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): 

The next metric considered is to measure the performance of 

deblurring algorithm is PSNR ratio. 

To computePSNR, the block first calculates the mean-squared 

error using the following equation:  

 

 
 

where m and n are the number of rows and columns in the 

input images, respectively. Then the block computes the 

PSNR using the following equation: 

 
 

The higher PSNR value means the image has a better quality 

in the deblurred image. This metric helps to deliver an 

unbiased standard to compare diverse techniques. Hence a 

comparison of PSNRestimated for different algorithms are 

shown in Table 2. 

 
TABLE 2: PSNR VALUE FOR DIFFERENT METHODS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Method Number Of Frames 

Per Second 

Total Number Of 

Frames 

Normal video to 

frame conversion 

25 1275 

Histogram difference 5.25 268 

Optimized histogram 

difference 

3.15 161 

 

Method Type Of Blur Psnr 

Wiener filter Gaussian 17.06 

Lucy Richardson Gaussian 21.02 

Blind image deconvolution Motion 26.76 

Using handling outliers Gaussian 21.91 

Using motion density 

function 

Motion 24.30 

Iterative Lucy Richardson Gaussian 31.06 
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Comparison of PSNR values for different methods is  
Shown using the line graph in Figure 12. 

 

 
 

 
Figure12.  Comparison of PSNR values for different methods 

 

C. Computational Time: 

The time taken for the entire deblur process also plays a very 

important role in biometric surveillance. So, the computational 

time is also considered as a performance metric. Time it takes 

for deblurring process is calculated in seconds for images with 

different dimensions. The comparison of images of different 

size with varying number of iterations are shown in Table 3. 
 

 

TABLE 3: COMPARISON FACTS OF R-L Algorithm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV CONCLUSION 

It is concluded that the restoration of images which is 

affected by average blur is difficult to resolve. From the above 

discussions, it is concluded that deblurring and Face Detection 

using the above proposed algorithm is more efficient for large 

dimensioned frames than any other methods. The above 

mentioned algorithm can also be used for large databases 

containing huge amount of blurred videos running for hours to 

detect faces efficiently. 
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